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In today's digital age, social media has evolved into 
a vital tool for communication, information gathering 
and sharing, whether for personal, corporate, or 
government use. The social media poll is one tool 
that is increasingly widely used for gathering data 
and insights for business, fun, or even policymaking.

In this report, we will discuss when social media 
polls can be used as a tool to inform serious decision-
making and when not, and what alternatives are 
available, using context from both global and Saudi 
social media population.

We begin with 
an overview of 
what a typical 
market research 
process looks like 
and discuss the 

principles underlying unbiased research, and the sorts of 
biases to be wary of.  We then discuss how social media 
polls are used, the pros and cons of using social media 
polls as a market research tool and benchmark these 
against the principles of unbiased research. 

While social media polls may be very useful for the 
fast collection of data and input from consumers/
the public to inform business decisions, promote 
goods & services, and understand public opinion on 
key issues as part of policymaking, they may not be 
appropriate in all circumstances. We also provide 
examples of bad and good polls, and conclude with 
recommended alternatives that can be adopted by 
businesses and policymakers.

Social media polls may be very useful for 

the fast collection of data and input to 

inform business & policy decisions, but may 

not be appropriate in all circumstances.
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Identifying 
opportunities 

and challenges 

Understanding 
behaviour/
opinions

Understanding market 
dynamics, movement, 

and players

Experimenting with concepts/
ideas, and monitoring 
performance/impact

It is rare that great business and policy decisions are made 
randomly. Typically, before making any pronouncements or 
considering any changes to present methods, businesses 
and policymakers follow a series of determined measures 
to precisely assess and forecast behaviour (whether of 
industries, people, or products). 

The traditional market research technique is one way that 
businesses and institutions often obtain the quantitative 
and qualitative data they need to inform their decisions and 
sustain desired outcomes. The process is usually governed 
by essential steps and principles, which can aid in obtaining 
actionable outcomes that can be used to make better 
business and policy decisions.

Overview of Market Research  

All market research has as its major 
goal the reduction of risk and ambiguity 
in decision-making. The market research 
process, when conducted methodically 
and unbiasedly, may yield long-term, 
useful outcomes, such as:
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Identifying the problem is the first stage in 
the market research process. Establishing a 
crisp problem/hypothesis statement helps 
determine the kind of information that will 
be needed and how to collect it. This will 
assist in defining the project objectives and 
research questions to help explain/clarify the 
issue or opportunity.

 ● Problem to solve
 ● Project objectives
 ● Research question

 ● Data formatting & analysis
 ● Interpretation of results
 ● Report & recommendations

 ● Information needed
 ● Research & analysis methods
 ● Responsible parties

 ● Secondary data review
 ● Primary data collection
 ● Suitable methods & techniques

 ● Thought & planning
 ● Evaluation of options
 ● Course adjustment & execution

This stage involves developing the most 
efficient techniques to gather data and 
information needed, the research and 
analysis methods to use, setting up a 
sample size, and the responsible parties 
that will be involved, among other tasks. 

Once the research and data/information 
gathering has been completed, this next 
phase involves data formatting and analysis, 
interpreting the findings and reflecting the 
analysis in a report with recommendations. 

A successful market research report 
highlights the key takeaways that can be 
concluded from the research process and the 
recommendations that were inspired from it 
for further action, to solve the problem as 
stated in phase 1.

Identify the Problem Develop the Research Plan

Analyze & Report Findings

This phase involves secondary data review, 
primary data collection and the suitable 
methods and techniques involved. 

The final phase involves using the findings 
to make the decision and execute, and/
or evaluate options and adjust the course 
when necessary.  

Conduct Research

Take Action

A typical market research process is outlined here, and it consists of five phases from start to completion.

The Market Research Process
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In market research, interviewing or 
surveying everyone in your target 
population is neither practicable nor 
cost-effective.

Nonetheless, one must obtain 
findings that truly reflect the ideas, 
beliefs, and habits of the greater 
community. The solution is to include 
a smaller portion of that population 
in such a way that the results are 
indicative of a larger sample size – a 
representative sample. 

This group must accurately reflect 
the characteristics of one’s target 
population including geographic, 
demographic, and psychographic 
elements, among others.

This eliminates the requirement for a 
comprehensive survey of the whole 
target group. During the market 
research, obtained data would not 
truly reflect how attitudes are on 
the ground unless representative 

Good research should be carried out in an unbiased fashion. 
In doing so, adhering to the key principles of unbiased 
research is important. While bias in research can lead to 
false or misleading insights or conclusions, ensuring one's 
research is unbiased can help minimize risk in decision 
making and help avoid unnecessary costs in the process. 
The key principles of unbiased research include:

samples were used. Usually, researchers employ either a probability sampling method or a non-probability 
sampling approach. Representative samples are critical for market research in a variety of ways, including 
ensuring that the process is practical and efficient (in terms of cost and time, for example), and assisting 
in making appropriate conclusions and avoiding sampling errors. 

| Representative Sample

Representative Sample

Right Methodology, 
Type & Medium 

to Conduct 

Unbiasing Respondent or 
Researcher Bias

Right Researcher 
Capability 

Overcoming No 
Response 

Principles behind Unbiased Research
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The research methodology one should use when conducting market 
research, and the type and medium to conduct it will be influenced 
by the kind of information one is looking to obtain. The research may 
be conducted using a variety of methods (from primary or secondary 
sources) and for a variety of purposes (quantitative and qualitative), 
and sometimes a combination of more than one methodology or 
medium. 

Types of 
Research

Exploratory

Descriptive

Experimental

Qualitative

Quantitative

Methodology 

Used

Methodology 

Used

Methodology 

Used

3

2

1

| Right Methodology, Type & Medium to Conduct Principles behind 

Unbiased Research
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Methodology Used

Types & Mediums

Types of Research

When to Use

Exploratory:

Initial research to gain ideas and insights about the 
problem or formulate the hypothesis. This research 
will not offer conclusive evidence, but it will provide 
enough insights to move into Descriptive Research.

Qualitative: In-depth interviews are useful 
when detailed information about a few peoples’ 
thoughts and behaviours is required, or a new 
issue/idea needs exploration in depth. These 
interviews can be with a single person or in 
pairs (that helps create a dynamic where two 
participants are free to interact to build on or give 
counter arguments). These interviews can also 
be with a full family to get insights and points 
of views on a topic from various members of the 
same family.  

Qualitative: Focus groups are useful when 
a discussion around similar or competing 
thoughts and behaviour is required. Here, 
insights are generated through different 
viewpoints. Within this, are creative groups, 
to build out of the box products and 
services, and here only those respondents 
are recruited that are known for imagination 
and dreaming. 

Qualitative: In-depth Interviews
• One to One
• Paired Interviews
• Family Interviews

Qualitative: Focus Groups 
• Mini Groups (3 -4 respondents)
• Full Groups (7 – 8 respondents)
• Creative GroupsQualitative:

Delivers insights into ''WHY'' a population behaves or 
feels the way it does, as well as the motives behind it.
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When to Use

Descriptive:

Used when a good understanding of the problem 
or hypothesis exists; however further depth in 
understanding is required. 

Quantitative: Face to Face is useful to quantify 
“HOW MANY” think or behave this way. Generally, 
these are 30 min to 60 min long and may have 
some stimulus to generate a response.

1. As explained on Page 8. 

Qualitative: In-depth Interview & Focus Groups1

Qualitative: In-depth Interviews
• One to One
• Paired Interviews
• Family Interviews

Qualitative: Focus Groups 
• Mini Groups (3 -4 respondents)
• Full Groups (7 – 8 respondents)
• Creative Groups

Quantitative
• Face to Face 

– Door to Door
– Central Location
– Mall/Offices/Mosques Intercepts 

• Telephonic/Email/Web-based 
• Post Service Satisfaction

Qualitative:

Delivers insights into ''WHY'' a population behaves or 
feels the way it does, as well as the motives behind it.

Quantitative:

Delivers insights on ''HOW MANY'' feels or behaves 
like this. 

Quantitative: Telephonic/Email/Web-based also 
quantify “HOW MANY” think or behave this way. 
Generally, these are 5 to 15 minutes long.

Quantitative: Post Service Satisfaction quantify 
happiness/satisfaction with a service, and these 
are less than 5 minutes long and conducted 
through touchscreens.  

Types of Research

Methodology Used

Types & Mediums
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When to Use

Experimental: 

Used to establish cause and effect i.e., understand 
connections between actions and their outcomes, 
for example, the impact of a service on population 
happiness.

Quantitative
• Face to Face 

– Door to Door
– Central Location
– Mall/Offices/Mosques Intercepts 

• Telephonic/Email/Web-based 
• Post Service Satisfaction
• Social Media PollsQuantitative

Delivers insights on “HOW MANY” feel or behave like 
this. 

Quantitative: Face to face is useful to quantify 
“HOW MANY” think or behave this way. Generally, 
these are 30 min to 60 min long and may have 
some stimulus to generate a response.

Quantitative: Telephonic/Email/Web-based also 
quantify “HOW MANY” think or behave this way. 
Generally, these are 5 to 15 minutes long.

Quantitative: Post service satisfaction quantify 
happiness/satisfaction with a service, and these 
are less than 5 minutes long and conducted 
through touchscreens.  

Quantitative: Social Media Polls can also 
quantify thoughts, behaviour, happiness, and 
satisfaction. These take only a few seconds to 
complete and are restricted to one question. 

Methodology Used

Types of Research

Types & Mediums
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Bias in market research refers to any element that skews the outcomes 
of a study. Researchers must take every precaution to avoid this, so that 
people may trust their results. When it comes to studying accuracy, 
eliminating bias is crucial. There are many different types of bias that 
fall under two categories: respondent bias and researcher bias. 

Most Common Biases: 
• Acquiescence Bias 

• Social Desirability Bias

• Habituation Bias & 
Sponsor Bias

• Cultural Bias

Most Common Biases: 
• Confirmation Bias
• Culture Bias
• Question Order Bias
• Leading Questions
• Halo Effect Bias
• Sponsor Bias

| Unbiasing Respondent or Researcher Bias

Types of Bias

RESEARCHER 
BIAS

RESPONDENT 
BIAS

Principles behind 

Unbiased Research
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Acquiescence Bias:

A type of response bias that occurs when 
a respondent feels compelled to answer a 
question in a favourable or pleasing manner. 
This can be affected by several factors 
including the survey design and length, 
types of questions, limited response options.  
For example, a question such as “Did the man For example, a question such as “Did the man 
you saw during winters in Geneva have a jacket you saw during winters in Geneva have a jacket 
on?'' most likely will result in a “yes” response. on?'' most likely will result in a “yes” response. 
This does not mean that the respondent is lying, This does not mean that the respondent is lying, 
it is more of a tendency to agree with people.it is more of a tendency to agree with people.

Habituation Bias & Sponsor Bias:

In this type of bias, participants give the same 
answer to similar-worded questions due to 
habituation bias. This might occur due to 
difficulty paying close attention to each question, 
especially during a long survey. As a result, it is 
critical to vary the questions’ type, wording and 
sentence structure. If questions are repetitive, If questions are repetitive, 
for example, a survey having many questions for example, a survey having many questions 
like “On a scale of 1-5, how likely would you like “On a scale of 1-5, how likely would you 
recommend this product”, respondents are likely recommend this product”, respondents are likely 
to suffer from habituation bias to give similar to suffer from habituation bias to give similar 
responses as they become exhausted or bored.responses as they become exhausted or bored.

Social Desirability Bias:

This occurs when participants choose responses 
based on what they believe is socially acceptable 
and generate social desirability bias. Social bias 
particularly influences responses to questions 
regarding health, income, politics, and religion. To 
reduce this type of bias, researchers can make 
responses anonymous to ensure confidentiality, 
and word questions in a way that is neutral 
and non-suggestive. For example, most people For example, most people 
would deny that they use their phone while would deny that they use their phone while 
driving because it reflects poorly on them.driving because it reflects poorly on them.

Cultural Bias:

This happens when cultural influences such as 
language interpretation, ethical conceptions 
of right and wrong, ethnic, or racial prejudice, 
religious convictions, and so on impact 
respondents' responses. For example, it is highly For example, it is highly 
likely that responses would be coloured due to likely that responses would be coloured due to 
cultural norms if the following question - “should cultural norms if the following question - “should 
co-education be allowed in public schools” is co-education be allowed in public schools” is 
asked in Saudi Arabia and the US. For perspective, asked in Saudi Arabia and the US. For perspective, 
for the past many years, Saudi public schools do for the past many years, Saudi public schools do 
not offer co-education, while the opposite is not offer co-education, while the opposite is 
true for the US.   true for the US.   

|   RESPONDENT BIAS
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Confirmation Bias:

This occurs when a researcher utilizes a 
participant's input to corroborate an already set 
belief about their research premise while missing 
or misunderstanding any information that 
suggests otherwise. For example, the question For example, the question 
of ''What did you hate about your last job?”, of ''What did you hate about your last job?”, 
depicts confirmation bias as the interviewer depicts confirmation bias as the interviewer 
already assumes that respondent was not happy already assumes that respondent was not happy 
in the previous company. in the previous company. 

Leading Questions Bias:

Leading questions may lead a respondent 
towards a specific response. Leading questions 
are an important aspect of survey and question 
design to avoid while doing quantitative or 
qualitative survey research. For example, a For example, a 
question such as “you are going to sort out this question such as “you are going to sort out this 
issue, aren't you?” would most probably get a issue, aren't you?” would most probably get a 
“yes” response rather than a “no”. “yes” response rather than a “no”. 

Sponsor Bias:

When the results of a study are skewed to reflect 
the interests of the group supporting the research, 
this is known as sponsorship bias. Regardless 
of the study's topic matter, researchers must 
constantly remember to remain objective. For For 
example, when celebrities, senior government example, when celebrities, senior government 
officials or respected organizations conduct officials or respected organizations conduct 
social media polls from their personal accounts, social media polls from their personal accounts, 
the results are skewed as the followers regard the results are skewed as the followers regard 
them in high esteem. them in high esteem. 

|   RESEARCHER BIAS

Cultural Bias:

This occurs when researchers make pre-
conceived assumptions due to prevalent 
behaviour in society. For example, asking “Why For example, asking “Why 
are East Asians good at Maths?” already assumes are East Asians good at Maths?” already assumes 
a prevalent assumption within the society.a prevalent assumption within the society.

Question Order Bias:

This type of bias occurs when sequence of two 
or more questions dealing with the same or 
similar issues influences the answers obtained. 
For example, if a very difficult math problem For example, if a very difficult math problem 
is given to the respondent first and then they is given to the respondent first and then they 
are asked how much they enjoy math, they may are asked how much they enjoy math, they may 
be tempted to rate their interest lower if they be tempted to rate their interest lower if they 
struggled to solve the math problem.struggled to solve the math problem.

Halo Effect Bias:

This occurs when individual preferences, 
prejudices, ideology, and perception impacts 
answers to questions. For example, respondents For example, respondents 
may judge attractive packaging design with may judge attractive packaging design with 
better quality and higher price. better quality and higher price. 
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To ensure good and unbiased research, the team conducting research 
must have the necessary knowledge, abilities, and attitudes, as well as 
responsibility, supervision, and monitoring. The researchers should be 
trained in research and research methods, and have: 

• Knowledge of appropriate data-gathering techniques.

• An understanding of research aims and issues. 

• An understanding of the research/subject area.

• Knowledge of analytical and reporting tools and processes.

Non-response makes it difficult to extrapolate the results to the entire target population when 
some segments of the representative sample do not respond. Non-response includes: 

• Members of a representative sample were not reached.

• Members of a representative sample had partial responses.

• Members of a representative sample had no responses.

| Right Researcher Capability 

| Overcoming No Response 

Principles behind 

Unbiased Research
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How are Social Media Polls Used?  

Social media polling may be a quick approach to 
understanding public/consumer opinion on company 
operations, products and services, or any other 
prevalent crucial topic. 

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and LinkedIn are the 
top four social media channels for polls. Instagram 
is particularly popular with younger Gen Z2 and 
Millennials3, whereas Facebook is mostly utilized by 
older Gen X4  and Baby Boomer5 users, and Twitter & 
LinkedIn is primarily used by professionals.

The social media polling tool is used globally for some 
of the following reasons:

• Understanding public opinion on key issues/topics.

• Gathering data and insights to improve/create 
new content/analysis/conclusions. 

• Pulse feedback from potential consumers after 
the launch of a new product.

• Increasing engagement or generating new 
business leads for products and services. 

Social Media Polls Overview

2- Used to describe the generation that was born between 1997-2012.
3- The generation born between 1981 – 1996.
4- The generation born between 1965 – 1980.
5- Baby boomers were born between 1946 and 1964.
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The advantages and disadvantages of utilizing social media polls as a market research technique, in general, 
are outlined below, and compared to the five key principles of unbiased research discussed in the introduction 
section of this report.

Pros & Cons of Using Social Media Polls

“Interest” based sample can be 
achieved with ease (although it 
means that only a subset of an 
overall demographic/psychographic is 
reached). 

A fair representation can be achieved 
if a large enough sample size is 
reached due to high number of 
followers or 1st/2nd degree connection 
or higher engagement.

Provides scalability, allowing data to 
be collected from anybody, anywhere 
in the globe.

Easily or quickly quantify “HOW 
MANY” feels or behaves as such.

Can avoid question order bias given it 
is usually one question only. 

Basic polls can be conducted 
by anybody without technical 
knowledge or expertise. 

Simple poll questions targeted solely 
to followers (if can attain decent 
numeric response).   

Representative 
Sample 

Right 
Methodology, 

Type & Medium 
to Conduct

Unbiasing 
Respondent or 
Researcher Bias

Right 
Capability

Overcoming No 
Response

Principles 
of Unbiased 

Research

Pros of Using Social Media Polls Pros of Using Social Media Polls
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Principles 
of Unbiased 

Research

Representative 
Sample 

May only be reached by followers 
of the account that launched the 
poll, usually meaning followers/fans 
of said person/company/entity. This 
group may not accurately reflect the 
true characteristics of the overall 
population including geographic, 
demographic, or psychographic 
representation.

Depending on the followers and 
type of engagement with the poll, 
it is possible that some groups are 
overrepresented vs others. This may 
skew the results away from reality 
without a way of distinguishing 
between over/under representation 
at the end of the poll session.

For perspective, this does not 
happen, in professional research, 
whereby respondents are recruited 
on pre-defined criteria to ensure the 
right representation and balance of 
the target respondents. 

May recruit mostly a younger, more 
tech-savvy population which can 
result in demographic selection bias.

Some population demographics may 
not be fully represented due to lack 
of/have limited internet/social media 
access.

Depending on the followers and type 
of engagement with the poll, it is 
possible that a certain poll may not 
only fail to achieve a representative 
sample, but also wind up reflecting an 
entirely different target population.

Cons of Using Social Media Polls Cons of Using Social Media Polls
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Principles 
of Unbiased 

Research

Right  
Methodology,  

Type & Medium  
to Conduct

Unbiasing 
Respondent  

or Researcher 
Bias

Right 
Capability

Overcoming 
No Response

Inability to gauge “Why” behind the 
response, since polls only ask for a 
position on a topic and not the reason 
behind it.  

Cannot be used for “Exploratory” 
research which typically begins with 
a broad concept and utilizes the 
study to uncover issues/concerns 
that might be the subject of future 
research.

Prone to Researcher Bias i.e. (a) 
Confirmation /Sponsorship Bias 
as these are usually conducted 
by the entity/business itself and 
can lead to Sponsorship Bias; (b) 
Leading question bias includes the 
use of inappropriate or provocative 
questions that may skew responses. 

Prone to Respondent Bias including 
(a) Acquiescence Bias, (b) Social 
Desirability Bias, (c) Habituation Bias 
& (d) Cultural Bias, where behaviour 
differences can influence responses 
and skew results. 

Curiosity to view poll results may 
lead respondents to select one of 
the response options without giving 
much thought to the question.

Polls may not necessarily be run by 
a team with knowledge, abilities, and 
training in unbiasing research and its 
methods.

Polls cannot identify if members of 
a representative sample had partial 
responses or no responses. 

The ability to view current results 
as soon as one responds to a poll 
(which all current social media 
platforms allow) in itself may create 
a respondent bias. 

Time of the day and surroundings 
in which the respondent is when 
looking at the social media poll can 
also impact response. For example, 
respondents may be answering the 
polls just before sleeping, after a long 
frustrating day at work or during a 
personal/social event. On the other 
hand, during professional research, 
researchers would ensure optimum 
time and surrounding before asking 
questions to reduce bias. 

Social Media Polls - Cons Social Media Polls - Cons
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Social Media Polls

Social media polls can partially be used for “Descriptive” or “Experimental” research, and avoided during 
“Exploratory” research, as outlined below: 

Exploratory

Used to gain ideas and 
insights about a problem 

or formulate a hypothesis. 

Not
Recommended

 A single poll question 
will not uncover insights 
on ''WHY'' a population 
behaves or believes as 

such, in order to develop 
a hypothesis or uncover 

insights.

Descriptive

Used to qualify or 
quantify existing insights 

or a hypothesis. 

Partially 
Recommended*

 Only to quantify “HOW 
MANY” feels or behaves 

as such.  
*Assuming all the 

principles of unbiased 
research are met.

Experimental 

Used to establish cause and 
effect i.e., the impact of a 

service on population happiness.

Partially 
Recommended* 

Only to quantify “HOW 
MANY” feels or behaves 

as such.  
*Assuming all the 

principles of unbiased 
research are met; needs 

exploration in depth.

When Can Social Media Polls be Used & When to Avoid

Types of Research 
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• Getting real-time feedback from current/potential 
customers on a small set of enhancement options 
towards procedures, products, or services.

• Government agencies can take advantage of such 
polls to find out citizens' preferences/ comments 
on a small set of proposed changes to procedures 
or services. 

• Quick and rough pulse check on rapidly evolving 
circumstances/situations. Social media polls can 
help in “pulse” check due to their speed and 
minimum budget requirement.     

Social media polls should be avoided during: 

• Any form of “Exploratory” research i.e., obtaining 
thorough in-depth feedback, where a lot of 
information is needed for each response. Social 
media polls usually allow for one or two close-
ended questions and would not allow the 
gathering of in-depth responses.  For example, For example, 
if an organization is interested in knowing if an organization is interested in knowing 
implications of the COVID-19 pandemic on implications of the COVID-19 pandemic on 
their business, then a couple of social media their business, then a couple of social media 
poll questions would not help, as a few poll poll questions would not help, as a few poll 
questions cannot deliver thorough in-depth questions cannot deliver thorough in-depth 
insights on ''WHY'' a certain response was given. insights on ''WHY'' a certain response was given. 
In addition, the COVID-19 pandemic has impacted In addition, the COVID-19 pandemic has impacted 
everyone and a specific social media platform everyone and a specific social media platform 
may not have the ability to reach respondents may not have the ability to reach respondents 
that represent the full societythat represent the full society.

• Continuous tracking or monitoring of feedback over 
a lengthy period of time. For example, continuous  For example, continuous 
feedback on a governmental initiative through feedback on a governmental initiative through 
polls, as by design social media encourages Halo polls, as by design social media encourages Halo 
Effect Bias due to “engagement algorithms” and Effect Bias due to “engagement algorithms” and 
''herd mentality'' - a psychological phenomenon ''herd mentality'' - a psychological phenomenon 
in which people are persuaded by their peers to in which people are persuaded by their peers to 
adopt specific actions based on emotions rather adopt specific actions based on emotions rather 
than logic. than logic. 

• Open-ended questions that require diverse 
perspectives. For example, a question such as For example, a question such as 
“What do you think of the soccer World Cup?” “What do you think of the soccer World Cup?” 
can garner multiple responses from the same can garner multiple responses from the same 
respondent that a social media poll does not respondent that a social media poll does not 
allow.  allow.  

• If the target audience of a given research interest 
is not present on a specific social media platform, 
for example, seeking responses on LinkedIn from for example, seeking responses on LinkedIn from 
school-going children.school-going children.

During “Descriptive” or “Experimental” research, social media polls may be used in the following context/
situations:
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Below are some examples of polls related to businesses and policymakers globally and from Saudi Arabia 
that reflect/do not reflect the principles of unbiased research discussed above.6

1. This social media poll DOES NOT fully follow
the principles of unbiased research.  Although 
the question is asked to the followers 
(representative sample/right media), however, 
it is a leading question (Researcher Bias) that 
also puts in question the right researcher’s 
capability. 

2. This social media poll also DOES NOT fully
follow the principles of unbiased research.  
Although the question is asked to the followers 
(Representative Sample), however, there is a bias 
in methodology and respondents as the four 
response options are not exhaustive, and there 
is an assumption that all the respondents face 
with a 3pm slump. These basic mistakes also put 
into question the right researcher’s capability. 

Examples of Good & Bad Social Media Polls

Much is made lately of unrealised gains being a means of tax 
avoidance, so I propose a selling 10% of my Tesla stock.

How do you beat the 3pm crash in concentration? Whether 
you’re in the office or working from home, there are compelling 
scientific reasons why our focus lapses in the mid-afternoon. Our 
circadian rhythm naturally leads to a dip in concentration and 
feelings of fatigue, and scientists say poor sleep and dehydration 
are among the things that can make it worse.

What works for you? Vote in the poll and share 
your thoughts below.

Do you support this? 

Yes
Take a walk or exercise

Do something creative

No
Caffeine, Caffeine, Caffeine

Sneak in a power nap

Representative 
Sample

Right 
Methodology/

Media

Respondents/
Researcher 

Bias

Right 
Researchers 
Capability

Overcoming  
No 

Response

? ?

Representative 
Sample

Right 
Methodology/

Media

Respondents/
Researcher 

Bias

Right 
Researchers 
Capability

Overcoming  
No 

Response

? ?

6-These examples were taken from previous polls on both Twitter 
and LinkedIn for illustration purpose only.
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3. This social media poll DOES NOT follow the 
principles of unbiased research.  

• Question was asked to the followers 
(Representative Sample). 

• Leading question that assumes the social 
media followers are missing these flavours. 
In addition, the question assumes that 
followers are craving Hazelnut Praline (Biased 
Methodology/Biased Researcher/Questioning 
Researcher Capability).

• There is a possibility that followers prefer 
another flavour, which may lead to a high “No 
Response”.

4. This social media poll DOES follow the principles 
of unbiased research.  

• Representative sample as 74,000+ responses.

• Simple unbiased questions with exhaustive 
options.

Examples of Good & Bad Social Media Polls

Missing our Bonfire Toffee Spice? Or maybe it’s Salted Caramel 
or Hazelnut Praline that you’re craving? Simply vote for your 
favourite now and we’ll put one back on the menu in 2021. 

What’s the longest amount of time you’ve worked 
at an organization? 

Bonfire Toffee Spice
1 year or less

6-9 years
Salted Caramel

Hazelnut Praline

2-5 years

10+ years (share why)

Representative 
Sample

Right 
Methodology/

Media

Respondents/
Researcher 

Bias

Right 
Researchers 
Capability

Overcoming  
No 

Response

Representative 
Sample

Right 
Methodology/

Media

Respondents/
Researcher 

Bias

Right 
Researchers 
Capability

Overcoming  
No 

Response

? ?
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Social Media polls can be used for a quick and rough pulse check on rapidly changing circumstances/situations. 
However, if the research need is complex i.e., policymakers interested in improving governmental processes, 
the recommendation is to conduct a mixture of surveys such as:

What are Recommended Alternatives? 

•  In-depth Qualitative Interviews:

– One to One

– Paired Interviews

– Family Interviews

– Mini Groups (3 -4 respondents)

– Full Groups (7 – 8 respondents)

– Creative Groups

– Phone surveys 

– Mystery Shopper

•  In-depth Quantitative Interviews: 

– Face to Face 

– Central Location

– Mall/ Offices/Mosques Incepts 

– Telephonic/Email/Web-based 

– Post Service Satisfaction
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While social media polling can be a quick way to 
learn about public/consumer opinion/feedback, there 
are benefits and drawbacks to consider when using 
it as a market research tool and ensure adherence to 
the principles of unbiased research.

Our research suggests that social media polls should 
only be partially used when conducting ''Descriptive'' 
or ''Experimental'' research, assuming all unbiased 
research principles are followed, and the goal is to 
either get a quick and rough pulse check on rapidly 
changing circumstances/situations 
OR get feedback/comments on 
preferably a single proposed change 
to procedures or service.

On the other hand, social media polls 
should be avoided in “Descriptive” 
or “Experimental” research if the 
principles of unbiased research are 
not met OR when there are complex/
multiple proposed changes to 
products or procedures or services. 
In “Exploratory'' research, the use of 
social media polls should be avoided:

1. Since a single poll question will not discover 
insights on ''WHY'' to assist construct hypotheses 
or uncover insights,

2. If the target audience of a particular research 
interest is not present on a specific social media 
platform,

3. If open-ended questions that need varied 
viewpoints are used, among other reasons 
discussed in this report. 

As a result, businesses looking to improve their 
offerings and grow market share, as well as 
policymakers interested in influencing their country's 
future, should increasingly engage with professional 
market research providers and expert polling 
groups that can conduct the recommended forms 
of research such as phone/face-to-face surveys, 

observation research, interviews, and 
focus groups to help decision-makers 
include public opinion/feedback 
while/after crafting business/national 
policies. 

Case study examples of how, we 
at Strategic Gears, have conducted 
unbiased market research and 
economic studies for both public and 
private sector entities in Saudi Arabia, 
can be found in the Appendix (pages 
25 to 29). 

It is worth noting that the conclusions from this 
report do not only apply to new social media polls 
launched to conduct research prior to making 
decisions/conclusions but also to the idea of relying 
and building on social media responses (comments) 
on already announced decisions/new products & 
services as these might be misleading and are not 
always reflective/representative of the society’s  
view as a whole. 

Use social media 
polls for quick 
& rough pulse 

check only. 
Avoid them for 

indepth topics like 
business strategy 
or governmental 

policy. 

Conclusion
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Appendix – Strategic Gears Case Studies

Below are case study examples of unbiased market research and economic studies that Strategic Gears has 
completed for Saudi Arabian public and private sector clients.

These case studies provide examples of how Strategic Gears conducted various types of exploratory research 
to gather ideas and insights about a problem or formulate a hypothesis, obtain thorough in-depth feedback 
and insights on '' WHY '' a certain response was given, and reach respondents who fully represent society. These 
methods included phone surveys and face-to-face interviews (as opposed to social media polls and other tools).

As the Saudi government considered raising the expat levy in the Kingdom, Strategic Gears 
conducted qualitative and quantitative research to:

1. Analyze the expat levy impact on expat consumption, and its effect on the economy 
of Saudi Arabia.

2. Evaluate the expat levy’s impact on their decision to stay in the country or not.

3. Identify the change in the wage gap between the Saudi and the expat labour as a 
result of the levy.

• Quantitative research was conducted which included a survey of over 1,500 participants 
from households and about 80 local companies to find out how will they react to the 
expat levy raise. 

• Qualitative research (including 8 mini groups and 10 in-depth interviews) was also 
performed to verify the quantitative analysis and capture the pain points.

• The team also created an automated calculator to estimate generated revenue based 
on 6 variables: aggressiveness, sectors, duration, expat category, economic growth, and 
expat labour growth rate.

• The project also involved identifying the change in the Saudi and expat wage gap by 
sector as a result of the levy.

• Estimated the number of expat outflow from Saudi Arabia. This estimated number was 
accurate as the actual numbers revealed in 2018.

• Estimated the impact of the levy on consumption and highlighted the most impacted 
sectors from that.

• Provided key insights on the change in Saudi and expat labour force wage gap by sector.

Assessing the Impact of the Expat Levy in Saudi Arabia on 
Consumption, Labour Outflow & the Wage Gap

Our Approach

The Impact

Background

CASE STUDY 1
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While distance education (learning) has had significant advancements since the 1980s, the 
COVID-19 pandemic pushed it into the limelight practically overnight, forcing most public 
& private educational institutions worldwide to rapidly employ it on a full scale at all 
education levels.

Strategic Gears presented a comprehensive report identifying and evaluating the challenges 
and opportunities of the distance learning systems employed in Saudi Arabia, particularly 
across the K-12 education system. 

A survey was conducted at the beginning of November 2020 to gauge perceptions of locals 
(parents and students) with distance learning in four different clusters of effectiveness 
identified, targeting 3 segments:

• Parents (P): Parents of primary/intermediate school children (n = 154)

• Parents (S): Parents of secondary school children (n = 103)

• Students (S): Secondary school children (n = 135) (with permission from their parents)

This was an initial analysis and served as a starting point for further research and corrective 
implementation.

The research concluded that a considerable fraction of the survey respondents wish to 
see the return of in-person, physical schools. However, they are open to distance learning 
supplementing traditional education through hybrid learning. 

This finding has offered considerable implications for regulators, teachers, parents, 
and students – with a subtle nod of approval towards the evolution of the educational 
landscape in the future. The research concluded with recommendations for targeted 
interventions to maximize the effectiveness of the educational process.

Our Approach

The Impact

Background

CASE STUDY 2
Gauging the perceptions of locals with distance learning in 
Saudi Arabia
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Understanding Investors’ Behaviours & Motivations in Saudi 
Arabia

CASE STUDY 3

Strategic Gears conducted research to

1. Study the motivations of Saudi investors, in order to analyze their investment decisions.

2. Understand the behaviours of Saudi investors in order to develop appropriate 
communication strategies. 

• Studied all possible investment channels in Saudi Arabia and the motivations of 
investors in Saudi Arabia. The process of research involved 4 phases: 

– Internal kickoff meetings with relevant stakeholders

– Qualitative research to understand the investment dynamics in Saudi Arabia

– Quantitative research of all investment habits and clustering of segments

– Ideation & way forward strategy workshop.

• The snowballing recruitment methodology was used to reach the target most efficiently. 
Target respondents were recruited following a pre-determined screening in order to 
check respondents’ eligibility.

• Segmented the targeted audience into 4 main segments, based on their investing 
behaviours. 

• Understanding of investor motivations allowed for a better understanding of the 
targeted audience, hence facilitating the development of tailored strategies.

Our Approach

The Impact

Background
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CASE STUDY 4
Estimating the Size of Tassatur (Concealed Ownership) Businesses 
in the Saudi Economy & Developing a Mitigation Strategy

Strategic Gears conducted a study which aimed at:

1. Designing a methodology which can be used periodically to estimate the size of tassatur 
businesses in the Saudi economy.

2. Analyzing the main drivers and barriers to the formalization of tasattur businesses.

3. Developing a mitigation strategy to tackle the unique phenomenon and improve value 
add to the Saudi economy.

• Identified and analyzed international methods to measure the informal economy in 
different parts of the world before developing a modelling method catered to the Saudi 
context, validating it with 12 of the country’s premier public apparatuses.  

• Conducted on-ground qualitative research with businessmen to understand their status 
quo and barriers to formalization. 

• Using insights from the model, the interviews and the research, the team developed 
catered mitigation strategies on the sub-sector level. 

• Implemented the first iteration of the model to generate the most accurate estimate of 
the size of Tassatur businesses in the Saudi economy. 

• Identified challenges and barriers to formalization on a sub-sector level.

• Recommended a strategy to effectively mitigate tassatur and add value to the economy.

Our Approach

The Impact

Background
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Understanding Travellers and General Public Behaviours in 
Saudi Arabia

CASE STUDY 5

Strategic Gears worked on a study aimed at:

1. Developing a comprehensive understanding of the general public and their needs in 
transportation.

2. Developing a better understanding of the current customers of the concerned client. 

• Qualitative research to understand the drivers towards travelling as well as methods 
of travelling.

• Quantitative research with a sample of over 1400 people including transport users 
(customers) and the general public to capture answers on users’ trips and their 
usage habits and to evaluate the concept of travelling in general as well as overall 
transportation in Saudi Arabia including barriers and drivers.

• Clear understating of the current perception and awareness of travellers about the 
client and their travelling barriers and drivers.

• Segment the client’s users into 3 main segments to develop a communication strategy.

Our Approach

The Impact

Background
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Saudi Arabia Saudi Arabia 
The Non-Oil Revenue JourneyThe Non-Oil Revenue Journey

Premium Residency Premium Residency 
ProgramProgram

Saudi Arabia's Saudi Arabia's 
Revised Expat LevyRevised Expat Levy

Other Publications

Strategic Gears prides itself in its ability to be a knowledge hub for the Saudi market. We release a range of 
reports on the current state of the Kingdom’s economy as well as hot topics in both the public and private 
sectors. Below is a sample of our latest publications.

Distance Learning in Distance Learning in 
Saudi ArabiaSaudi Arabia

https://strategicgears.com/index.php/providers/reports/13-reports/38-distance-learning-in-saudi-arabia
https://strategicgears.com/index.php/providers/reports/13-reports/58-saudi-arabia-the-non-oil-revenue-journey
https://strategicgears.com/index.php/providers/reports/13-reports/42-saudi-arabia-s-premium-residency-program-2
https://strategicgears.com/index.php/providers/reports/13-reports/57-saudi-arabia-s-revised-expat-levy-overview-analysis
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Strategic Gears is a Management Consultancy based in Saudi 
Arabia, with presence in Riyadh and Jeddah, serving clients across 
the country. Strategic Gears's clients include the biggest public 
and private sector organizations, including a number of ministries, 
authorities, financial institutions, and companies. The company 
utilizes its top notch local consultants, and global network of 
experts to offer strategic solutions in the fields of Strategy 
development, Strategic marketing & communication, Research & 
Analytics, and Operational Excellence, and have a proven track 
record with multiple clients in each.

www.strategicgears.com    |    info@strategicgears.com

About Strategic Gears

Disclaimer of Liability: Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the “Publication”) shall not be reproduced, 
in whole or in part, without the specific written permission of Strategic Gears. Strategic Gears makes its best effort to ensure that the 
content in the Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Strategic Gears makes no warranty, representation or undertaking 
whether expressed or implied, nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility for the accuracy, 
completeness, or usefulness of any information that is contained in the Publication. It is not the intention of the Publication to be used 
or deemed as recommendation, option or advice for any action(s) that may take place in future.

Strategic Gears is a leading Management Consultancy based 
in Saudi Arabia, serving clients across the country. Strategic 
Gears' clients include the largest public and private sector 
organizations, including a number of ministries, authorities, 
financial institutions, and companies. The company utilizes its 
top notch local consultants, and global network of experts to 
offer strategic solutions in the fields of Strategy, Operations & 
Organizational Excellence, Marketing & Digital, and have a proven 
track record with multiple clients in each.

www.strategicgears.com    |    info@strategicgears.com

About Strategic Gears

Disclaimer of Liability: Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the “Publication”) shall not be reproduced, 
in whole or in part, without the specific written permission of Strategic Gears. Strategic Gears makes its best effort to ensure that the 
content in the Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Strategic Gears makes no warranty, representation or undertaking 
whether expressed or implied, nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility for the accuracy, 
completeness, or usefulness of any information that is contained in the Publication. It is not the intention of the Publication to be used 
or deemed as recommendation, option or advice for any action(s) that may take place in future.
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